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2018 Holiday Gift IdeasDo you love word search?Makes an ideal GiftSurprise a special someone
in your daily life and make them smile. Then you need Large Print Word Search by Rebecca
Robbins!An easy task to ReadAll puzzles and phrase lists are printed with huge 20-point type so
everything is easy to see.100+ Unique PuzzlesWith over 100 different puzzles, you can enjoy
word seek out long periods of time.25 Words atlanta divorce attorneys PuzzleEach puzzle
includes a long list of challenging and interesting words to get.Includes Answers SectionIf the
puzzles prove to be too challenging, it is possible to always have a shortcut and lookup the
solution.Purchase NowScroll to the very best of the web page and click on the buy switch. Are
you looking for a present for a special someone? Purchase two copies and revel in searching
together.Variety of Fun ThemesWe’ve included many themed term lists such as US Presidents,
Sea Creatures, Popular Films, Biblical Heroes, and Pizza Toppings!
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Great way to spend an hour. My better half actually enjoys doing these word search puzzles and
I bought this for him. Obviously he's working tirelessly to complete it, but he does not know that
there's already another one on the way. Five Stars Excellent Five Stars Good product Five Stars
Keeps the brain in check... True Large Print (and that's not necessarily the case) My 95-year-old
father absolutely loves this Large Print phrase search collection and occupies part of his time
almost every day functioning through the book. Actually messed up. Somewhere halfway
between regular font which "Large" font would be perfect.. Tasteless. Bought a couple of these
for my grandmother, she enjoyed the content and the large printing was an ideal size. Perfect for
My Needs My wife has Cortical Blindness resulting from a stroke. This can help her therapy at
home. This will end up being going in the trash. GIFT These books are perfect for those who are
slightly visually impaired however, not enough for glasses. This puzzle book contains a puzzle
dedicated to the Third Reich and it’s #88 in the publication. Nevertheless, these letters are very
much, much bigger than I anticipated.. She's happy and so am i My partner loves these books
with the large print. She's happy and so am i. Large print was ideal! Good stuff. nice book First
got it for my mother-in-regulation and she loves it Five Stars elderly parents enjoyed Disturbing
You’ve surely got to be kidding me? Huge Font I can see the letters without having to strain my
eyes. In a couple weeks, I be prepared to be searching for more from this organization.The book
is well constructed and easy to use.or something similar. That is a great method for us elderly
folk to pass time without being tied to a phone or computer and it is helpful to keep your mind
occupied and occupied and is also rewarding when you discover that last word. No headliners
This was something special I hope she likes it
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